
NAME LOCATION DESCRIPTION

Casa de Colón
Las Palmas de 

Gran Canaria

The House of Christopher Columbus has a museum and a scientific studies area , aswell as a library that specialises in the history of relations between America and the 

Atlantic region.

Casa Museo León y Castillo Telde The museum house has a research centre with a library specialised in contemporary history. 

Casa Museo Pérez Galdós
Las Palmas de 

Gran Canaria 

It's actually a museum installed in the house where the writer Benito Pérez Galdós was born and lived until 1862. It exhibits part of the original furniture from the Galdós 

family houses in Madrid and Santander, as well as the Gran Canaria writer’s library, archives and personal possessions and is at the same time one of the most 

representative 18th century Canarian architecture.

Casa Museo Tomás Morales Moya 
It's modernist poet Tomás Morales' birthplace and exhibits several personal possessions and pieces of furniture belonging to the poet, as well as editions of all of his 

works and those on other Canary Islands poems held in the museums library, specialized in poetry. 

Centro Atlántico de Arte Moderno
Las Palmas de 

Gran Canaria 

This centre is focused on research and analysis of the creative processes of the 20th century, emphazising on the interpretation of historical movements and the most 

contemporary manifestations of art. 

Museo Canario
Las Palmas de 

Gran Canaria 

Its a scientific and cultural institution, founded in 1879, where archaeological and ethnographical collections and materials, as well as artistic creations, are preserved, 

studied and exhibited. The museum has also a library and archive specialized in matters related to the Canary Islands. 

Museo Casa Antonio Padrón Gáldar Here, you can contemplate more than a hundred works by a Canarian artist who is one of the most representative artists of the indigenous movement.

Museo de Esculturas Abraham Cárdenes Tejeda An exhibition of part of the works of one of the most illustrious people born in this village and one of the most renowned sculptors of the 20th Century.

Museo de Guayadeque (Centro de 

interpretación arqueológica)
Agüimes 

Located in an area of great archaeological wealth, with various examples of the finds from the area being on display. The exhibits cover archaeology, architecture, 

geology, fauna, flora and traditions, among other.

Museo de Historia de Agüimes Agüimes 
The Agüimes History Museum deals with the last five centuries of the area’s history, from the establishment of the Señorío Episcopal (Bishop’s Seat and estate), 

throughout the Castilian Conquest of the island, up until the middle of the 20th century. 

Museo Diocesano de Arte Sacro
Las Palmas de 

Gran Canaria 

It's a museum of sacred art, where religious items are exhibited, being them valuable 15th and 16th century sculptures and paintings as well as gold and silverware. There 

is also an amazing mosaic created in Valencia in 1780 as well as several furniture pieces that of great historic and artistic value.

Museo Elder de la Ciencia y la Tecnología
Las Palmas de 

Gran Canaria 

This museum has twenty exhibition areas devoted to the reconstruction and reproduction of mankind’s greatest scientific advances form part of this interactive science 

awareness centre which motto is “Don't touch, forbidden”.

Museo Néstor
Las Palmas de 

Gran Canaria 

This museum exhibits the works of 'Néstor', one of Spain’s principal symbolist painters and one of the most unusual painters of the European movemement as well as 

the painter’s most important canvases, portraits, landscapes, theatre plans, architecture, craftwork, drawings and sketches .

Museo y Parque Arqueológico Cueva 

Pintada
Gáldar

The Museum and archeological park of 'Cueva Pintada' is a great museum built within and around the most representative archeological sites on Gran Canaria. The 

research, conservation and dissemination of our prehispanic past is exhibited here.


